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Fix List for MONITOR version 7.5.8 

 

General 

 AFOG-9G7B5G - Now the user MSUPPORT can use Price import (Tibnor) for import. 

 CSIG-9GNK4G - If you used Save as… in an Order procedure and had a document linked to the order and 
then changed customer/supplier on the new order, the linked document could disappear on the original 
order. 

 AFOG-9GPJGX - MONITOR exported and imported selections with the encoding ANSI instead of Unicode. 

 MARN-9HALAQ - Selection on Valid from and Valid through didn’t work properly for list type Blanket order 
in the Order List – Purchase and Order List – Sales procedure. 

 JLIN-9HDKXG - Documents linked to parts weren’t included in the printout of Blanket order and e-mail 
message with Blanket order. 

 JELA-9JEE6K - If a non-existing User name was entered in the logon window, the message "User [ABCE] is 
missing in company [XXX]." was displayed in Swedish regardless of system language. 

 JEDS-9JTC8V - It wasn’t possible to unlink shared text numbers without first removing linked documents. 
This error could only occur in systems with the supplement Document Viewer. 

 AFOG-9JXKKT - When entering the user name MONITOR during logon, a procedure will automatically run a 

translation script. Already translated phrases should not be affected by this script. The check regarding 
already translated phrases has been improved. 

 AFOG-9K2FKH - Export of XML files in UTF-8 format could create files containing illegible characters. 

Manufacturing 

 RDJF-825PT4 - Errors occurred in the Pick List (Manufacturing) procedure during controls of negative 
balance and no standard price. The controls are activated by the Settings "Block for stock rep. that 
generates a neg. bal, also at location level?" and "Block for reporting if the part has no standard price?". 

 JLIN-9H6AE6 - Maximization of Fictitious Parts didn’t work in the Register Manufacturing Order 
procedure. 

 BSAN-8JJHJN - News: The form Delivery schedules – subcontract is revised. Posts could previously 
disappear from the delivery schedule if you changed operation number in the preparation. From now on all 
data will instead be taken from the Manufacturing order, which implies that more data will be displayed on 
the form. Prices, instructions, operation names etc. will now be displayed per order. This ensures that the 
correct instructions will be communicated to the Subcontract supplier, for instance painting instructions 
that can be changed on every order. 

 SSTG-9HQB9T - An error message was displayed during preview of Subcontract documents in the Print 
Manufacturing Order and Comprehensive Document (Subcontract) procedures. 

 JLIN-9J3A46 - A padlock symbol will be displayed in the Quantity field for Parts that are blocked for 
picking. This applies for both the list types Pick list and Material reporting in the Pick List 
(Manufacturing) procedure. 

 JLIN-9J3BTF - If manufacturing orders with status 3 or higher was printed, the printout date wasn’t saved. 

Purchase 

 MARN-9CSB5T - The Split row function in the Register Purchase Order procedure could incorrectly give a 
warning that supplier link was missing on the Part. 
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 JLIN-9D9BYR - The Print Delivery Schedules procedure gave incorrect printouts if you selected on Period 
and with the alternative Only parts with orders or forecasts selected. 

 CSIG-9E8KHS - The message "The delivery period falls outside the supplier's fixed delivery days or within 
the supplier's vacation period" was displayed in the Register Purchase Order procedure, even if the 
supplier didn’t have any delivery date or vacation period registered. 

 JLIN-9H4AA2 - The Bar Code Arrival Reporting procedure didn’t find order rows created from the 

Inquiry procedure. 

 SSTG-9HAKV6 - The Purchase order didn’t get status 9 when the last reported Part needed receiving 
inspection and there were unreported text rows left on the order. This error could occur in the Arrival 
Reporting procedure. 

 AFOG-9HMD8G - Return label (Unifaun) and LinkToPrint (Unifaun) can now be selected under Extra info... 
in the Update Supplier procedure. This applies suppliers that are Shipping agents. 

 CSIG-9HTB8N - Incorrect Supplier link was used for distributed purchase when Purchase order was 
generated from the Purchase Order Suggestion procedure. 

 LREM-9HUGQQ - If you linked an Invoice to a Subcontract purchase order in the Register Supplier 
Invoice procedure and changed the Supplier code in the header afterwards, the first link still remained. 
When you registered/linked the invoice again, double costs were registered on the Manufacturing order. 
The first link wasn’t purged properly.  

 CSIG-9J299M - Purchase orders used incorrect e-mail address from the Update Supplier procedure. 

 ÖBRN-9J6BU9 - News: International payments (LBI) by SEB Poland are implemented. This applies for 
companies using MONITOR in Poland. You can activate this by selecting "SEB in Poland" in the Setting 
"International payment format" on the System tab in the Settings procedure. 

 JLIN-9J6HPT - If you changed Delivery date in the Order header in the Register Purchase Order 
procedure, then copied the delivery date to the order rows, no date was displayed in the field Initial value 
on the form Modified Purchase Order. 

 BKNN-9JQDAV - It wasn’t possible to change back and forth between the alternatives Arrival and Receiving 
inspection on the Transport label tab in the Arrival Reporting procedure if the form setting "Not classified 
per arrived qty." was activated. 

Sales 

 JLIN-97ZCDR - Transport time didn’t work when you created orders from quotes. 

 JLIN-98N9FZ - CM and CR weren’t updated if you selected a new price from the Price window on an Order 
row in the Register Customer Order procedure. 

 JLIN-9CGHPJ - Some figures were incorrectly displayed in the fields Standard price, CM, Alt.prep code and 
Serial number on the Rows tab in the Customer Order Info procedure. 

 SSTG-9EKKK6 - Incorrect Sub-number was loaded in the Register Quote procedure if you selected Quote 
by using the PopUp feature. 

 RDJF-9GNGZS - The Flow Analysis – Sales procedure displayed incorrect information about Material 
shortages. 

 SHYS-9H4S8H - News: More information about currencies is displayed in the buttons Accounts payable 
and Accounts Receivables in the Supplier Info and Customer Info procedures. 

 SSTG-9H5GQS - It was possible to delete an entire customer order by using the Delete row button in the 
Delivery Reporting procedure. 

 FOHN-9HAC39 - If no Shipping agent ID is selected in the Print Shipping Documents procedure, an 
information text about how to activate Address label is displayed. 

 LREM-9HCL82 - Customer orders could lose its address links if the user for instance changed the Invoice 
address when he was creating the order. 
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 SSTG-9HEAKF - If you had deselected an order row in the Undo Delivery Reporting procedure, it wasn’t 
possible to select it again. 

 JLIN-9HLEK4 - It was possible to save Blanket Order – Sales and Blanket Order – Purchase without 
any Start date entered. 

 CSIG-9HLDQB - If the Setting "Sort invoice bases according to customer order at delivery" was activated, 
rows that were inserted on the Customer order were added in last on the invoice. 

 MSVK-9HT9TA - The field Manf. comp. in the Customer Order Info procedure displayed id instead of 
Warehouse and Company name. This error could only occur in systems with the supplement Customer 
Order Transfer. 

 AFOG-9HTG65 - Delivery reporting of Pick list didn’t make deliver all Package rows when the Setting "Don't 
mix packages with different batch nos. in Pick List EDI" was activated. 

 FOHN-9HUJM8 - News: A new Setting "Default text type on text rows in an XML file" is added. It allows 
you to set a default text type for text rows in XNL-files in e-mail messages that you drag and drop into 
MONITOR (MONITOR-to-MONITOR). Following alternatives exists: Internal addl. Text, All documents, 
Quote, Order confirmation, Delivery note and Invoice. 

 FOHN-9HXCPH - DSV Road has changed goods searching link. This affects the Customer Info and 
Shipment List procedures. 

 FOHN-9HXGXZ - The phrase "TOD Location" wasn’t translated to other languages than Swedish in the 
Print Shipping Documents procedure. 

 FOHN-9HZKUA - If you had made a partial delivery and invoiced an order row and then created a new EDI 
Pick list on the same order row, Package information was missing on both the printout and the EDI advice. 

 MARN-9J69MM - The Delivery List procedure classified on Customer code with the check box "Only parts 
without shortage" deselected shut down with a program error. 

 LAHM-9J7H7K - If you used Polish form sets and had another delivery address on an order, than the 
delivery address on the Customer, the reprint of the EDI invoice could be incorrect. 

 FOHN-9JED9X - The selected Shipping document CMR Waybill wasn’t saved when you changed Shipping 
agent or reloaded a Shipment in the Print Shipping Documents procedure. 

 JLIN-9JLJYL - The Delivery List procedure displayed incorrect balance if you had Cleared customer order 
rows. 

 LREM-9JMC93 - The Polish e-mail version of the invoice looked slightly different than the paper version. 

 FOHN-9JNA53 - If several orders with different Customer codes were imported in the Import EDI Orders 
procedure and there were Transport days registered on the customer, incorrect date could be sent in the 
order response file. 

 ÖBRN-9JQDC8 - Polish credit invoices could display the amount with incorrect sign if a credit invoice didn’t 
refer to a debit invoice. 

 ÖBRN-9JTFSM - Polish credit invoices displayed the amount with incorrect sign if a credit invoice didn’t 
refer to a debit invoice. 

 ÖBRN-9JTHNX - An error message was displayed if you tried to preview an Interest invoice in any list 
procedure. 

 KFTM-9JUBC3 - The Accounts Receivable Ledger, list type Only total with Total foreign currency 
selected didn’t display the same amount as list type Standard. 

Inventory 

 SSTG-9HCGUP - The Delivery Performance from Supplier procedure shut down with a program error if 
you selected on Order number. 

 JEDS-9HHKD3 - If you opened a linked document in the Update Part – Inventory procedure and tried to 
open the procedure again, MONITOR didn’t respond. 
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 JLIN-9HMK2C - If you checked delivery times on a Customer order containing a purchased part, the CDT 
procedure calculated the Safety time incorrect. The suggested time for purchase became too long. 

 JLIN-9HQGF8 - News: A Total of all rows is displayed in the list in the Physical Inventory Difference 
procedure. This allows you to filter the list on the screen and get a Total of the filtered list. 

 MARN-9HUAF8 - The lead time from Supplier link wasn’t displayed on the Planning tab in the Update Part 
– Inventory procedure. 

 MARN-9JFD87 - A program error occurred when selecting on Order number in the Delivery Performance 
to Customer procedure. 

 MWIK-9JHFUL - Default activities weren’t saved if you didn’t make any changes on the Activities tab in the 
Register Nonconformity procedure. 

 FPEN-9JMJMY - Default values in the Subcontractor Rating procedure didn’t work properly. 

 JLIN-9JTAHF - A program error occurred in the Run Netting procedure if you had a configured Part with 
max quantity. 

 MARN-9JVEW3 - Incorrect Causing trans. type for the Sales forecast customer was displayed in the 
Manufacturing Order Suggestion procedure. This error could occur if the setting "Linked 
requirement/supply planning for M-part (Lot-for-lot) was activated". 

Workshop Info 

 JLIN-9GBEHX - News: A function to make it easier to re-start a Batch recording that is put to rest in the 
Recording Terminal procedure. 

 SSTG-9GFALQ - During printouts of manufacturing orders from the Priority Plan, a warning will be 
displayed indicating that the order already is printed if there is a Printout date registered on the order. 
Previously a warning was displayed if the order had status 2 or higher no matter if the documents were 
printed or not. 

 FPEN-9GWBAD - Easter day (Saturday) is a red-letter day when you generate a schedule calendar for 
Sweden. 

 JLIN-9HQK8Q - The Recording Terminal procedure displayed locations from incorrect Warehouse when 
you recorded the last operation on an order. Now the locations for the Warehouse where the order shall be 
stocked at will be displayed. 

 JLIN-9HRB3Q - The control against negative balance in the Recording Terminal will now be executed 
exactly when you press Execute. This allows the program to take into account any withdrawals made 
during the period that the employee has done his reporting. 

 JLIN-9HSG3X - In the Start Work mode in the Recording Terminal procedure, all selected work weren’t 
started if you both started work by the Priority plan and by entering Report number. 

 FPEN-9HYJ8G - The Salary Basis procedure always warned that the date wasn’t entered if you had 
duplicated any other row in the search form, i.e. if you searched on two Employee number intervals. 

 FPEN-9HYKHZ - If you set a priority over 10 0000 on an operation in the Priority Planning procedure, this 
operation got last place in the list, i.e. after operations with no priority set. Please note that 32 766 is the 
highest allowed priority. 

 JLIN-9JXGJE - If you during Finish Work in the Recording Terminal procedure selected Delete rest, Delete 
rest was deactivated if you changed Location. 

Accounting 

 ÖBRN-9BWA3V - If you inserted a row in an existing Allocation key on the Allocation keys tab in the 
AutoCoding procedure, MONITOR shut down with a program error. 

 LREM-9CRHVE - The Export of Accounting reports from the Report Generator is adjusted for the Chinese 
market. During export of Report definitions by File | Save report to file, Chinese characters disappeared 
and were replaced by Question marks (?). 
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 ÖBRN-9GVDJU - The SRU codes and Business Intelligence tabs in the Chart of Accounts procedure didn’t 
have the alternatives Insert row and Delete row in the Toolbar. 

 ÖBRN-9H3BCM - Adaptation 176 (Depreciation per Month) didn’t work on Calculated depreciations. 

 KFTM-9HH9Y4 - If you in the Print Chart of Accounts procedure, list type Translation added a translation 
and deleted it and saved, MONITOR shut down with a program error. 

 ÖBRN-9HTCDE - The reports in the Print VAT Report (Poland) didn’t work properly when the report 

contained invoices coded against several accounts. 

 LREM-9HXJGD - If you used periodic AutoCodings/AutoAllocations and used Periodic Statements, an 
incorrect message displayed that the AutoCodings/AutoAllocations already were released. 

 ÖBRN-9J99H2 - If you used the Info menu to link to the Manufacturing Order Log from the Register 
Project procedure, the project number wasn’t loaded in the Search form. 

 MSVK-9JLD4Q - Currency codes that contained plus and minus signs (eg EU+) weren’t summarized in lists. 

 SHYS-9JNFYN - If you didn’t have any activities registered in the Register Project procedure and changed 
the project’s start date and answered Yes on the question "Update start and finish date on activities?", 
MONITOR shut down with a program error. This error occurred in version 7.5.7. 

 LREM-9JNGJS - If you used the Project Summary procedure with the list type Directly registered 
costs/activities list, the fields Reporting date and Consecutive no could disappear from the Search form. 

 ÖBRN-9JQDHV - If own defined Cost types were missing in the Register Basic Data – Project procedure, an 
error message was displayed when you opened the Register Project procedure. 

 KFTM-9JVBNB - If you had changed the text on an Activity in the Register Project procedure and then 
changed the Project start time and answered Yes on the question "Update start/finish date on activities?", 
the text on the activities were overwritten by the default value. 

General Settings 

 AFOG-9HYHUC - If you blocked logged on users and had a test company before an update, it wasn’t 
possible to unlock the block. 

Electronic Invoice Management 

 LREM-9HCHLC - News: Now it’s possible to change PDF-viewer in MONITOR Authorize. 

 KFTM-9J2CPM - During printout of TIF files from EIM in version 7.5.7, MONITOR shut down with a program 
error. 

 KFTM-9J8BCR - If you made a printout of a TIF file from EIM, no Voucher number was printed on the 
printout. This problem occurred in version 7.5.7. This error could only occur in systems with the 
supplement Electronic Invoice Management (EIM). 

 KFTM-9JGAYH - If you made a printout of scanned invoices from a list, only the first of all invoices were 
printed. The text "Voucher no" is removed from the printout, only the Consecutive no will be printed. 

Management Accounting 

 ÖBRN-9GVENG - An error message could be displayed during import of coding methods in the Update 
Coding Method procedure. 

Business Intelligence 

 BKNN-9GPJDF - You didn’t get the selected sorting back when you used the breadcrumb to back in some 
views in MONITOR BI. 
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 BKNN-9HDHZ2 - Different parts of the logon window in MONITOR BI could be displayed in different 
languages. 

 BKNN-9HDJDV - If you changed language in MONITOR BI, some texts weren’t updated unless you made a 
restart or reloaded the view. 

 BKNN-9HEJ2B - A performance optimization is made for displaying data in the Accounting view in MONITOR 
BI. The synchronization of accounting data is also optimized. 

 BKNN-9HMGM7 - If a User (any) doesn’t pass the validation, it’s not possible to save anything in the Users 
procedure in MONITOR BI. Now it’s clearly displayed which user that blocks the possibility to save. Edit the 
user that blocks before you can save. 


